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exlabesa
Who we are
exlabesa building systems is the UK subsidiary of the
exlabesa group, a leader in the world market of architectural aluminium systems. Incorporated in 1966, we are
present today in 40 countries and on 3 continents offering
a wide range of window and door systems specially designed for your home.
Based in Doncaster, South Yorkshire, exlabesa products
are designed and manufactured to meet British industry
standards, ensuring our customers always receive high
quality aluminium products. Our fabricators and installers
work closely with our UK team to ensure consistency of
service throughout the value chain.

exlabesa building systems Ltd.

By selecting exlabesa aluminium products for your
home you can be sure of long-term product performance
and the confidence of a global brand by your side.

Ogden Road - Wheatley Hills
DONCASTER DN2 4SG
Tel. 01302 762 500 Fax 01302 762 557
www.exlabesa.co.uk
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exlabesa building systems Ltd. prohibits the total or partial reproduction of this catalogue by any written means,
as well as magnetic or electronic media, without our explicit and written authorization.
exlabesa building systems Ltd. reserves the right to modify, improve or eliminate without prior notice any of the
products presented in this catalogue.
exlabesa building systems Ltd. is not responsible for any possible errors that may occur in this catalogue.
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Xlafold
Bifolding door
Let the outside in
Nothing beats the feel-good factor of open living space.
A seamless transition to outdoor living, Xlafold aluminium bifolding doors offer superb slimline aesthetics with a strong,
robust performance. Xlafold bifolding doors maximise the
glazed area thanks to their sleek, slimline aluminium profiles
which deliver maximum light appeal.
Quality guaranteed
Xlafold aluminium bifolding doors can meet and exceed
current building regulations.
They have a typical U value of 1.5 W/m2K and feature an
interlocking gasket system for improved weatherfastness,
delivering excellent thermal efficiency and will effectively
keep cold and wet weather at bay. They have PAS 24:2016
accreditation, so offer reassuring security as well as meeting
the requirements of Document Q of Building Regulations.
Available in a range of configurations and a choice of
square or bevelled beads options for personalisation.
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KD51
Entrance doors
Make an entrance
Make an entrance to your home with an KD51 aluminium
entrance door. Our aluminium rebated thermal doors
create a beautiful entrance to match the style of your home
perfectly.
Aluminium doors offer strength, durability and are highly
resistant to corrosion for years of trouble-free use and
operation. The natural strength of aluminium gives you
beautiful sleek lines, less frame and more glass area.
The KD51 aluminium door incorporates Thermal Break
Technology creating an insulated barrier for overall improved thermal efficiency. Each door comes with multipoint
locking as standard for additional security and years of
trouble-free maintenance.
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Xlaslide
Sliding patio door
Maximum daylight
Connecting spaces with the outdoor, gives significance
to glass trend’s in today’s architecture. Xlaslide sliding patio
door, with its design focused on its slim sightlines, provides
an astounding connection with the outside maximizing
daylight entry into the room.
Slim sightlines
This is a thermally efficient patio door system with modern
design. Giving a U value of 1,5, it allows the manufacture of
large size panes and increases the glazed area thanks to
its slim interlock of only 32 mm. It also offers the comfort of
moving heavy panes with a smooth action.
Xlaslide is perfect for spaces that face the outside where
you can enjoy a great entrance of natural light.
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KLS
Patio doors
Illuminating interiors
The KLS aluminium patio door offers a full width clear
opening to your terrace and garden. With the trend for
large expanses of glass that give unrestricted views to the
outside, the patio door delivers this better than any other
type of door on the market.
Viewed from the inside or outside, the KLS aluminium patio
door will transform the look of your room as well as your home.
Our aluminium KLS patio door is available with a choice
of lift-and-slide options or slide-only options and has been
designed to maximise the glazed area, giving the expansive
views and modern-day slim sightlines.
The doors use the K Concept mechanical corner cleat
system, a sliding mechanism that allows large panels of
glass to move effortlessly, smoothly and quietly, something
that makes them a pleasure to use, year after year.
Each patio door uses a multipoint locking system and
is internally beaded to ensure high security levels. Single
and dual colour options complete a door suite that offers
considerable appeal and stunning aesthetics.
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KC75
Casement windows
Elegant designs to make a statement
Elegant designs to make a statement Aluminium windows make a stunning statement in any home. Our KC75
aluminium windows have slim frames that maximise the
amount of natural light, making them perfect for both traditional or modern homes.
With a choice of design options the windows come with a
multitude of practical features for today’s modern day living
while exceeding the energy performance requirements of
current Building Regulations.
One of the beauties of aluminium windows is the choice
of colours available. You can choose from an array of
colour options to perfectly suit your home – from suiting
in, or standing out, any RAL colour is available whatever
your design taste maybe. Every colour is powder coated
to give a durable, long lasting finish that won’t discolour,
blister, corrode of lose its sheen to ensure your windows
stay beautiful and pristine for years of trouble free use.
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Colour options
Infinite possibilities
The products featured within this brochure are available
in a choice of colours from the Interpon D colour palette.
There is a choice of finishes too – Matt, Gloss, Satin and
Textured to help you personalise your home.
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exlabesa clean planet

exlabesa building systems UK

Aluminium, an eco-efficient material

Proudly made in Great Britain
exlabesa clean planet is an initiative based on the principles of the circular economy that aims to contribute to
the sustainable development of our planet, giving priority
to caring for the environment and reducing the carbon
footprint of our aluminium.
Based on this, exlabesa group has an aluminium recycling plant, equipped with the latest generation machinery
and several smelting furnaces, that allows us to produce
aluminium billets that will later be used to extrude new
profiles, ultimately giving the aluminium infinite lives.

Most of them have also PAS-24 accreditation, so offer
reassuring security as well as meeting the requirements of
Document Q of Building Regulations.
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Our windows, doors and façade systems are also technically adapted and tested to meet British and industry
standards, ensuring our customers always receive quality
aluminium products and best possible performance.
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All exlabesa UK products are manufactured at our 9-acre
factory based in Doncaster – South Yorkshire equipped
with 2 state-of-the-art extrusion lines (3500 & 1600 tons),
1 vertical paint line (Qualicoat approved), 1 anodising plant
(Qualanod approved), 1 polyamide assembly line and a large
stockage area.
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